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Reception Phonics Week 4 

Our new digraphs is oi.  

Try reading these words, putting in the sound buttons to help you. 

oil     coin 

soil     toilet 

boil     joining 

foil     poison 

noisy         

 
Ask an adult to read this sentence aloud to you then try to write it below: 
Boil the oil in the foil. 
Don’t forget your capital letter, finger spaces and full stop! 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

Words to spell: was, my, you, they 
Try doing ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check’ - look at the words for 20 seconds, 
cover them up, write them from memory, then check!  Were you right?  
Which ones do you need to practise?  Can you remember these ones from 
last week? he, me, we, be, she 

There is an oi booklet for you for extra practice.  Don’t forget to look out 
for this digraph in your books this week.  



Reception Maths Week 4


Meet Number 17!


Can you count out 17 objects from a larger number?


Can you write the number 17 in numerals? __________


Can you find a number 17 somewhere in your house or street?

Where was it?


______________________________________________________


Can you go to page 17 in a book you are reading?


Can you draw 17 little pictures of anything you like (e.g. cars, 
lovehearts…)?


Can you go outside and find 17 things all the same (e.g. daisies, 
stones, leaves)


This is the tricky one!  Can you start on 17 and count backwards 
to 0?  Try this every day and see if it gets easier!


Last one!  Can you set out your number flashcards from 0 - 17 
in the right order?




  Graph: Favourite Character from ‘The Mixed Up Chameleon’
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Can you find a Rainbow?
Go on a walk or out into your garden.  Can you find 
something from nature that matches each of these 
colours?  If you can, collect a piece to stick alongside 
the coloured spot (a leaf, a petal etc) so that you 
have made your very own nature rainbow art.


